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ABSTRACT

Gene expression and processing during mouse male germ cell maturation (spermatogenesis) is highly specialized. Previous reports have suggested that there is a high incidence of alternative 3′-processing in male germ cell mRNAs, including reduced usage of the canonical polyadenylation signal, AAUAAA. We used EST libraries generated from mouse testicular cells to identify 3′-processing sites used at various stages of spermatogenesis (spermatogonia, spermatocytes and round spermatids) and testicular somatic Sertoli cells. We assessed differences in 3′-processing characteristics in the testicular samples, compared to control sets of widely used 3′-processing sites. Using a new method for comparison of degenerate regulatory elements between sequence samples, we identified significant changes in the use of putative 3′-processing regulatory sequence elements in all spermatogenic cell types. In addition, we observed a trend towards truncated 3′-untranslated regions (3′-UTRs), with the most significant differences apparent in round spermatids. In contrast, Sertoli cells displayed a much smaller trend towards 3′-UTR truncation and no significant difference in 3′-processing regulatory sequences. Finally, we identified a number of genes encoding mRNAs that were specifically subject to alternative 3′-processing during meiosis and postmeiotic development. Our results highlight developmental differences in polyadenylation site choice and in the elements that likely control them during spermatogenesis.

INTRODUCTION

Message RNA cleavage and polyadenylation is a necessary processing step for almost all eukaryotic mRNA transcripts. The mechanisms involved in 3′-processing have been studied in detail over the last 30 years, and the identities and roles of most of the proteins involved have been characterized (1,2). Comparative studies of the mechanisms and of the proteins involved in several organisms have shown a high level of primary sequence conservation between the homologous genes across a broad range of organisms (1,3).

A number of cis-acting RNA sequences involved in the regulation, selection and processing of the 3′ ends of mammalian mRNA transcripts have been previously described [Figure 1, (1,4–6)]. By convention, these sequence elements are described as being (5′) or (3′) relative to the site of poly(A) addition. The most widely observed sequence, the polyadenylation signal (PAS), was identified 30 years ago (7), and is usually the canonical hexamer, AAUAAA, or its most common variant, AUUAAA; however, a number of recent studies have indicated that this element is more variable than originally thought (8,9). The PAS is usually 15–30 nt upstream of the site of poly(A) addition (1). Early studies of the downstream element indicated the presence of two distinct elements (10,11), though subsequent studies [e.g. (12–14)] resulted in an ambiguous picture, such that the downstream elements were jointly referred to as U-/UG-rich. We recently completed a computational study of large sets of 3′-processing sites in 10 different metazoans (5) that confirmed the presence of two separate elements, a proximal UG-rich element (typically 6–10 nt downstream of the 3′-processing site), and a more distal U-rich element (typically 15–30 nt downstream of the 3′-processing site). Our analysis also confirmed that these elements are highly degenerate, to the extent that functional 3′-processing sites often lack strong matches to one or both elements.
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In addition to those commonly recognized sequence elements, ongoing studies from several laboratories have pointed to the existence of multiple auxiliary elements that can affect the efficiency or selection between alternative 3'-processing sites. These include upstream U-rich sequences [that can occur upstream or downstream of the PAS (15)] upstream UGU-containing elements (16), and downstream G-rich elements (17–20). A recent study of human 3'-processing sites revealed potential systematic variations in the cis- and trans-acting elements that could be driving alternative processing (21).

The trans-acting factors responsible for 3'-processing include the core complexes cleavage-polyadenylation stimulation factor (CPSF), which interacts with the PAS element, cleavage stimulation factor (CstF), which interacts with the downstream U-rich [and possibly UG-rich elements (5)], and Papol, the poly(A) polymerase (1). A number of additional factors have been implicated in 3'-processing, especially in the context of alternative 3'-processing site selection (1,21,22).

Alternative 3'-processing, like alternative splicing, is a mechanism for altering the sequence and function of a mature mRNA transcript (15,16,21–28). While alternative polyadenylation can change the coding region of an mRNA, frequently only the 3'-untranslated region (3'-UTR) of the mRNA is affected. Variation of the 3'-UTR through alternate 3'-processing provides a means for gene regulation at the post-transcriptional stage, since 3'-UTRs frequently contain regulatory elements related to transcript localization, stability, and translational control (29–42).

Spermatogenesis consists of a highly specialized program of development leading to a unique cell that requires unique protein products (43–45). Several studies have demonstrated unusual features in male germ cell mRNAs (43), both in the form of tissue-specific transcripts and tissue-specific isoforms of mRNAs with broader expression profiles. Several early studies noted a number of mRNAs that lacked the canonical AAUAAA PAS element upstream of the site of polyadenylation (8,46–49). Furthermore, alternative 3'-processing has been reported widely in male germ cells (22). More recent studies identified a mammalian germ cell-expressed variant of Cstf2 (50), a subunit of the CstF complex that binds to the precursor mRNA sequence downstream of the 3'-processing site (12). The variant, Cstf2t, is expressed predominantly in meiotic and postmeiotic male germ cells (pachytene spermatocytes through early elongating spermatids), and is thought to compensate for the lack of the somatic form of the X-linked Cstf2 in these cell types (50). CSTF2T protein is encoded by an autosomal intronless paralog of Cstf2 (51,52). Similarly, germ cell-specific variants of other factors, e.g. the cytoplasmic poly(A) polymerase (Papol), have also been identified (53). These findings suggest that mechanisms of polyadenylation and 3'-processing in male germ cells might differ in significant ways from those in somatic cells, and that those differences could contribute to the specialized functions of germ cells. The discovery of germ cell-specific forms of proteins involved in 3'-processing provided a potential mechanism to account for some of this variation, yet the mechanism has remained elusive.

We initiated the present study to characterize differences in the 3'-processing regulatory sequences, and thereby improve our understanding of the mechanism and regulatory implications of alternative 3'-processing during spermatogenesis. Our hypothesis was that mRNA transcripts expressed during male germ cell maturation would show differences in 3'-processing regulatory signals and/or 3'-processing sites that can be illuminated by sequence analysis of expressed sequence tags (ESTs). Using EST libraries, we identified and analyzed putative 3'-processing sites used at various stages (premeiotic, meiotic, and postmeiotic) of spermatogenesis. We compared 3'-processing characteristics represented in each library, looking initially at fidelity of putative cis-acting 3'-processing signals. We use the term fidelity to describe variation of a signal element among different genes in a single organism, reserving the term conservation for interspecies analysis. We also characterized the differences in 3'-UTR length distribution and use of tissue specific 3'-processing sites. We observed significant differences in 3'-processing characteristics (including both cis-element usage and 3'-UTR length distribution) in all three spermatogenic cell libraries, but not in the library derived from the testicular somatic Sertoli cells. Differences in 3'-processing can be correlated with changes in transcript abundances of known 3'-processing factors, as shown by a previously released set of microarray experiments generated from a spermatogenesis timecourse (54). We were further interested in regulatory implications of differences in 3'-processing, and therefore examined the portions of the 3'-UTR sequences that were differentially included in transcripts dependent on the choice of 3'-processing site, identifying evolutionarily conserved elements that represent putative functional portions of transcripts. Our findings are consistent with stage-specific variation in mRNA 3'-processing during spermatogenesis that can result in large-scale and systematic differences in posttranscriptional gene regulation.

Figure 1. A representation of the current model for the complete mouse 3'-processing regulatory sequences. The upstream PAS, most commonly AAUAAA or close variants, is the most prevalent feature (1). Recent studies have verified that the downstream U- and UG-rich elements, while degenerate, are distinct in both positioning and sequence content (5,6). The remaining elements are often referred to as auxiliary elements. While upstream U-rich elements have been postulated, no specific positioning requirements have been identified.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell type specific cDNA templates for sequencing

Primary, unamplified cDNA libraries from 18 day mouse Sertoli cells (10 pfu/µl), primitive Type A spermatagonia (0.116 pfu/µl), adult mouse pachytene spermatocytes (3.7 pfu/µl), and mouse round spermatids (5.5 pfu/µl) were constructed in lambda Uni-Zap XR (Stratagene, CA) directionally cloned from oligo(dT)-primed-poly(A) RNA recovered from purified populations of each testicular cell type as described (55). Plasmid rescues were performed by mass excision on these libraries according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Stratagene, CA). Briefly, XL-1 Blue MRF² cells grown in Luria–Bertani (LB) supplemented with magnesium and maltose (2% w/v final) were resuspended to an A₆₀₀ of 1.0 in 10 mM magnesium sulfate. A total of 300 µl of these XL-1 Blue MRF² cells were co-infected with 100 µl of each primary cDNA library and 2 µl of ExAssist helper phage at 37°C for 15 minutes. Addition of 3.0 ml of NZY broth was followed by 3 hours of incubation at 37°C and 20 min at 70°C. Cultures were centrifuged and the supernatant was collected as a source of library phagemid. SOLR cells (300 µl) (Stratagene) at A₆₀₀ = 1.0 was infected with 5 µl of each library phagemid supernatant at 37°C for 15 min. A total of 60 µl of 5 x NZY broth was added to each reaction and incubation was continued for an hour at 37°C. Appropriate volumes of each reaction were plated on LB ampicillin plates to obtain well-separated single colonies. Single colonies were used to inoculate LB medium in 96-well blocks to obtain plasmid DNA using the QIAprep 96 Turbo miniprep kit (Qiagen) and a BioMEK 2000 robot (Beckman). cDNA inserts in each plasmid were sequenced using a CEQ 2000XL automated sequencer (Beckman) with the T7 promoter primer. All EST libraries were supplemented by searching NCBI’s dbEST for EST libraries that were generated from the same tissue type. In order to obtain adequate numbers of putative 3’-processing sites, we relaxed the tissue specificities of two libraries to any type of spermatagonia and any type of spermatocyte. While this relaxation means that the spermatogonia and spermatocyte sites come from a mixture of cell types, they are still premeiotic and meiotic, respectively, and the gain in number of sequences adds statistical confidence to they are still premeiotic and meiotic, respectively, and the gain in number of sequences adds statistical confidence to 3’-UTR lengths in our database PACdb (56). All library-specific 3’-processing site collections were reduced to unique sites [including clustering of sites separated on the genome by <25 nt (26,56)], to prevent highly expressed genes from skewing pattern detection results.

EST library characterization

Complete EST libraries were characterized with regard to 3’-processing site selection and regulatory sequence usage. Of specific interest was the distribution of 3’-UTR lengths in each library; however, we have demonstrated that such distributions are subject to systematic bias depending on the length distribution of the sampled transcripts (60). The length distribution of the transcripts depends on the preparation of the library, including efficiency of reverse transcription and selection of specific clones for sequencing. We developed a simple method to identify EST libraries whose 3’-UTR length distributions could be compared safely. Briefly, we aligned all ESTs from a given library to a reference set of cDNA sequences downloaded from ENSEMBL (59), and kept only the best match that spanned at least 90% of the library-derived EST with at least 95% sequence identity. The collections of cDNA sequences matched by specific EST libraries were assumed to be representative of the transcripts from which the ESTs were derived (including any systematic biases), and were therefore used to generate estimated transcript length distributions. Finally, we restricted direct comparison of 3’-UTR length distributions to groups of EST libraries with sufficiently similar estimated transcript length distributions (60).

Regulatory sequence analysis

For regulatory signal characterization, we extracted genomic sequences extending 100 nt upstream and 100 nt downstream of all (unique) putative 3’-processing sites in each library. We performed an initial search for putative 3’-processing signals with the Gibbs Sampler (61), using the command line options -x -n -r -F -S 50. We also used our positional word counting (PWC) software that characterizes both count and specific positioning with respect to the 3’-processing site (5,62). PWC produces a 2D matrix, indexed by subsequences (words) of length k (k mers) in 1D and sequence position in the other dimension. Putative biologically functional sequences are inferred from significantly non-random positioning distributions. To infer degenerate motifs from the counts of exact sequence words, we developed a novel approach (L. N. Hutchins, P. Singh, J. M. Brockman, S. Murphy, J. Salisbury and J. H. Graber, manuscript in preparation) based on a Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) (63) decomposition of the PWC matrix to identify sets of related sequence words. Briefly, NMF is a dimensionality reduction algorithm that identifies basis vectors of k mers that follow common positioning patterns. Each basis vector putatively

5’-ESTs, with a restriction that the EST contains evidence of poly(A) tails in the form of at least five consecutive trailing As (or five consecutive leading Ts) that did not align to the genome. Gene assignments were made by determining the nearest correctly oriented annotated gene [according to Ensembl (59)] within 5000 bases, a distance that should include over 90% of all true assignments as determined by the distribution of 3’-UTR lengths in our database PACdb (56). All library-specific 3’-processing site collections were reduced to unique sites [including clustering of sites separated on the genome by <25 nt (26,56)], to prevent highly expressed genes from skewing pattern detection results.

EST analysis

EST sequences were used to identify putative 3’-processing sites, as described previously (56). Briefly, sequences were initially filtered for low complexity, contaminant and repetitive element sequences. The resulting masked sequences were stringently aligned to the genome using BLAT (57). Aligned sequences that included masked elements were unmasked and re-aligned with a Smith–Waterman approach (58). Putative 3’-processing sites were obtained from either 3’-ESTs or
represents a functional motif that has a specific positioning in the sequences. The output of NMF includes a weight vector that can be interpreted as a positioning probability for the motif, and a weighted list of \( k \) mers that contribute to the motif. Our studies indicate that the combined PWC/NMF analysis is robust with variation of word size \( k \) (manuscript in preparation). The results reported here were based on a tetramer (\( k = 4 \)) analysis. The top five weighted tetramers for each putative motif (Figure 1) were used for the word set enrichment analysis (WSEA), described below. We further used the NMF weight vectors to restrict acceptable positioning of each motif in the word set enrichment analysis. A complete listing of the acceptable sequence words and positioning restrictions for each motif are shown in Table 2.

**WSEA**

For comparison of degenerate signals between sequence sets, we developed a method termed WSEA derived from the gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) previously developed for analysis of differential expression of sets of related genes (64). GSEA was developed to identify statistically significant differences between phenotypically distinct microarray experiments in which a set or group of genes acts together in a complex fashion that reduces the likelihood that any single gene in the set will pass a multiple hypothesis test. In GSEA, all genes are ranked according to their correlation with the phenotype, and then sets are assessed within the ranking for non-random distribution (64). In WSEA, we characterize differences in complex regulatory sequences between different libraries in an analogous manner, in which sequence words replace genes, and library replaces phenotype assignment. Sets of words are chosen as the most probable manifestations of a putative degenerate regulatory sequence, (such as developed through the PWC/NMF analysis described above).

In brief, the method for comparing two sequence samples is as follows: all \( k \) mers are counted in each sample, and converted to either the represented fraction of all \( k \) mers counted, or to the fraction of the sampled sequences with at least one copy of the \( k \) mer. A Z-score is generated from a standard test of equal proportions, using the large-sample null hypothesis that the measured proportions of \( k \) mers will follow a normal distribution. All \( k \) mers are ranked based on the Z-scores, which by definition vary between plus and minus infinity. The GSEA methodology ranks genes via correlation values, which vary between plus and minus one, therefore we converted Z-scores to the same range via a logit transformation (the logit transform is implemented as an option, since the exact numerical nature of the ranking is not critical) (64).

The WSEA enrichment score (ES) for any set of words is

\[
S_{rw}^+ = \max_{j=1 \ldots N} [S_{rw}(W,N,R,i)] \quad S_{rw}^- = \min_{j=1 \ldots N} [S_{rw}(W,N,R,i)]
\]
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where \( W \) is the set of \( k \) mers under test, \( N_i \) is the number of \( k \) mers in \( W \), \( N \) is the size of the total sorted list of words, \( R \) is the array of correlation values corresponding to the sorted list, \( I \) is an indicator function, equal to 1 if word \( w_j \) is in set \( W \) and 0 otherwise, and \( i \) and \( j \) are index variables. Due to the normalization, \( ES \) is constrained to vary between \(-1 \) and \(+1\). As with GSEA, we assess statistical significance in WSEA with two different permutation analyses: (i) permutation of the \( k \) mer labels, which compares the specific set of \( k \) mers under test to any random selection of \( k \) mers and (2) permutation of the assignment of individual sequences to sequence set, which compares the observed differences in \( k \) mer sets to differences that would arise through a random separation of the sequences into two groups. As with GSEA, we find the latter analysis to be more stringent, and report those values here. WSEA is a means of testing hypotheses (as is GSEA), rather than de novo identification. Putative word sets were generated from PWC/NMF analysis (described above) of the universe control set of sequences. The weighted word lists were used to provide word sets, and the positioning weight vector was used to restrict the portions of the sequences analyzed for each putative motif.

**Gene Ontology (GO) analysis**

To search for shared functionality of groups of genes that were alternatively 3'-processed in a specific tissue, we used the VLAD (VisuaL Annotation Display) tool (65). VLAD is based on the GO annotations (66), and assesses the statistical significance of a group of genes sharing a common annotation. The statistical significance is based on a hyper-geometric distribution, and specifically assesses the probability of drawing \( x \) out of \( N \) genes with a given annotation, given that the superset from which they are drawn has known proportion \( X \) out of \( N \). Each set was tested with two different supersets: (i) the tissue-specific set of all genes for which 3'-processing sites could be determined and (ii) the complete set of all annotated genes from the Mouse Genome Informatics (MGI) (67). The former is a more stringent analysis, assessing the alternatively processed genes as a subset of the genes present in the tissue, rather than as a subset of all genes in the genome.

**Evolutionarily conserved sequences**

We downloaded and constructed rudimentary databases for the conserved sequences from a multiple alignment of human, dog, mouse and rat genome sequences (42), and from a multiple alignment of human, rat, mouse, chicken and zebrafish genome sequences (38). Custom Perl scripts were developed to extract conserved elements from either source that overlap a user-provided genomic region. Putative elements were restricted to those identified through an alignment of mouse with at least two additional species in order to reduce false positive cases due to insufficient evolutionary divergence.
RESULTS

We characterized 3′-processing in specific testicular cell types (spermatogonia, spermatocytes, round spermatids and Sertoli cells) through genomic alignment of non-normalized EST libraries (see Materials and Methods). Because we were interested in characterizing subtle differences in 3′-processing regulatory sequences, we limited our analysis to putative 3′-processing sites with only the strongest support (56). Our EST libraries are a combination of new sequences from a non-normalized cDNA library (described in Materials and Methods) and sequences extracted from NCBI’s dbEST that could be assigned to the same tissue type. Our final working sets (Table 1) included 305 sites from spermatogonia, 356 from spermatocytes, 190 from round spermatids and 322 from Sertoli cells. For comparative purposes, we generated two additional sets:

(i) Universe: 8542 high-confidence, frequently used (at least five supporting ESTs) 3′-processing sites drawn with no restriction on the tissue or developmental stage. This set was generated as part of a recent multi-organism characterization of 3′-processing downstream regulatory elements (5).

(ii) Standard: 3674 high-confidence, moderately utilized (at least two supporting ESTs), drawn from non-normalized EST libraries that explicitly did not include samples from tissues that are known to utilize extensive alternate 3′-processing characteristics, e.g. testis, brain or cancerous tissues.

All datasets are available at http://harlequin.jax.org/spermatogenesis/.

3′-Processing elements vary systematically in spermatogenic cell transcripts

Early studies indicated an unexpectedly low incidence of the canonical PAS hexamer (AAUAAA) in transcripts from mammalian testes (8). We measured the percentage of the unique sequences in each of our EST libraries that contained an exact copy of the canonical PAS signal (AAUAAA) between 10 and 40 nt upstream of the putative cleavage sites [this range was selected based on previous studies of AAUAAA positioning, (1,5,26)]. We found that AAUAAA is present in 64.7% of round spermatid, 68.5% of spermatocytes, 75.1% of spermatogonia and 68.3% of Sertoli cell mRNAs. In contrast, AAUAAA occurred in 70.4% of the standard mRNAs and 69.9% of the universe mRNAs. Differences between premeiotic spermatogonia and the postmeiotic round spermatids are statistically significant ($P = 0.013$, test of equal proportions), and, in general, the fraction of sequences containing AAUAAA is lower in meiotic and postmeiotic samples than in premeiotic spermatogonia, testicular somatic Sertoli cells or other somatic cells.

Characterizing differences in 3′-processing elements other than the PAS is challenging due to the well-characterized degeneracy of the other elements (1). We therefore developed a new method (WSEA, see Materials and Methods), explicitly to characterize variation in degenerate signal elements between sequence samples. We represent each element by its most probable set of sequence words. Sequence word sets and positioning restrictions (listed in Table 2) were generated to represent each of the elements shown in Figure 1 based on PWC/NMF analysis (Materials and Methods) of the universe set. Using WSEA, we tested all tissue-specific sequence sets against the standard set, and found significant differences in the fidelity and/or usage of 3′-processing elements in all three germ cell samples, but not in the Sertoli cells (Figure 2). A comparable analysis using the universe as a control produced similar results and is available in Supplementary Figure 1. The complete WSEA analysis, including comparisons between all pairs of samples, is available in Supplementary Table 1. We used a variety of other approaches to search for differences in the regulatory sequences, including positional word counting (5,62) and the Gibbs Sampler (61). The results of these analyses are consistent with the WSEA results (data not shown).

Germ cell mRNAs have truncated 3′-UTRs compared with other cell types

We used the genomic alignments of the ESTs to assign the putative 3′-processing sites to probable genes, and from these and the locations of the annotated stop codons, we determined projected 3′-UTR lengths. As shown in
Figure 2. Variation in 3'-processing elements in various testis cell types. WSEA characterization of the variation in 3'-processing signals in spermatogenesis related tissues compared to the standard control set of 3'-processing sites. Over- and under-representation are signified by '+' symbols and blue color, or '-' symbols and red color, respectively. Significance values are shown reflecting the probability (P) of equal representation in the test and control sets according to permutation analysis (+/-: P < 0.2, ++/−: P < 0.1, +++/−−: P < 0.05, 0: no significant change). The reported P-values represent the probability of obtaining the measured difference when randomly selecting test sets of equivalent size from the standard control set. CS: cleavage site, PAS: canonical polyadenylation, ES: enrichment score (Equation 4).}

Figure 3A, the distribution of 3'-UTR sequence lengths in round spermatids was significantly shifted towards shorter values, with a median value of ~150 nt, compared to 220 nt for spermatagonia, 260 nt for spermatocytes, 400 nt for Sertoli cells, 600 for the standard set and 800 for the universe set. Plotting the median 3'-UTR-length as a function of the fraction of sequences that contain the canonical PAS element (Figure 3B) revealed a positive correlation (r = 0.6). Note that the EST libraries represented in Figure 3B were restricted to those that we determined to be free of systematic biases related to sampled transcript lengths, as described in Materials and Methods. The libraries drawn from NCBI’s dbEST were plotted separately based on whether or not they were derived from testis-generated tissues. Testis-derived sequences can be easily distinguished as a group from other sequences.

Since many of the genes expressed in testis are known to be tissue-specific (43), we investigated the possibility that the difference in 3'-UTR length distribution was due to differences in the genes being expressed rather than differences in 3'-processing. We searched for genes from each tissue sample for which we could identify 3'-processing sites in our standard set, and characterized genes as either:

(i) Truncated: if the 3'-processing site in the tissue specific sample produced a 3'-UTR shorter than or equal to all sites for the same gene in the standard sample (with the further restriction that multiple sites be present in the standard set);

(ii) Elongated: if the 3'-processing site in the tissue specific sample produced a 3'-UTR longer than or equal to all sites for the same gene in the standard sample (with the further restriction that multiple sites be present in the standard set);

(iii) Invariant: if the 3'-processing site in the tissue specific sample was the same as in the standard sample; or

(iv) Indeterminate: if the sites in the standard set implied both longer and shorter 3'-UTRs than observed in the tissue specific sample.

We found (Table 3) that genes with 3'-processing specific to developing spermatogenic cells are twice as likely to result in 3'-UTR truncation as elongation, whereas the Sertoli sample showed roughly equal numbers of truncated and elongated 3'-UTRs. A complete list of all genes subject to alternative 3'-processing in germ cells is available in Supplementary Table 2.

Variation in 3'-processing factor expression during spermatogenesis

A recent report described a series of microarray experiments that were generated from a spermatogenesis timecourse (54). We extracted the data from these experiments from NCBI’s Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/), and examined the measurements for a number of genes with known activity in 3'-processing (1,21,22), including Cpsf1-Cpsf6, Cstf1-Cstf3, Csf2r, Papola, Papolh, Clp1, Fip111, Hnrpf, Hrph1 (hnRNP H), Hrphb2 (hnRNP H'), Pahpn1, Pcf11, Ptbp1, Sfrs3, Surpa, Ssa72, Sub1, Sympk and U2af2. Since we are interested in germ cell-specific processing, the expression levels were normalized to the average value observed in the two testicular somatic samples. In examining the transcript measurements, a few general patterns could be discerned, considering both absolute expression and variation throughout the timecourse. Cpsf5, Csf2r, Clp1, Surpa, Ssa72 and Sympk were significantly more abundant in all germ cell samples compared to the somatic cells. Conversely, Cpsf2 was downregulated in all germ cells, particularly so in the isoform with the longer 3'-UTR (probeset 104161_at).

Examination of the variation in transcript levels during the timecourse revealed additional features of interest. With only
a few exceptions (e.g. Hnrfp), the transcript levels stayed constant throughout the spermatogonial stages, up to 10 days postpartum (dpp). Meiosis begins to be observed at 14 dpp (corresponding to the appearance of pachytene spermatocytes), with an accompanying change in the transcript levels of many genes in Figure 4. As expected from previous work (50–53), the transcript levels for Papolb and Cstf2t began to increase, while those for Papola and Cstf2 correspondingly decreased. Transcript measurements for Hnrfp1 and Hnrfp2 are much more highly expressed at the spermatogonia stages than either the spermatocyte or round spermatid stage (~21 dpp). A number of additional transcripts appeared either to increase (Cpsf1, Cpsf5, Cstf1, Clp1 and Sympk) or decrease (Cpsf2, Cpsf6, Cstf3, Pcf11 and Sfrs3) continually from meiosis through spermatid formation.

Transcript levels can only provide indirect evidence of 3'-processing factor protein activity for two distinct reasons. First, 3'-processing factors can be subject to significant post-transcriptional control of translation, e.g. Cstf3 (68,69), potentially disrupting any correlation between transcript and protein levels. In addition, 3'-processing genes can also be subject to alternative processing resulting in variation in the 3'-UTR, e.g. Papola (1). Microarray measurement of isoforms with varied 3'-UTRs is dependent on the location of the

Figure 3. Variation in 3'-UTR length distribution during spermatogenesis. (A) Cumulative length distribution of the 3'-UTR sequences implied by the EST libraries from various testis-related tissues. For comparison, the length distribution is also shown for the standard control set. (B) Median 3'-UTR length plotted as a function of sites with the canonical PAS hexamer (AAUAAA). Bars show the 95% confidence intervals. The libraries shown are a selection of dbEST (86) libraries with similar transcript sampling, as described previously (60).
hybridization probes, in as much as probes located within portions of the transcript that are excised in some isoforms can lead to misinterpretation of alternative processing events as changes in transcript abundance. At present, there is no systematic method to account for these differences using data from Affymetrix gene chips, however updated gene chips typically add additional probes to specifically assay alternate isoforms.

Despite these limitations, we were able to use the microarray data as a means of supporting alternative 3′-processing as indicated by ESTs. Using the annotation data made available by Affymetrix (http://www.affymetrix.com/), we identified specific locations on the genome and within transcripts for the U74 genechip probes. We identified several transcripts with probesets that were completely located within sequence that would be eliminated from the transcript when processed at the site indicated by ESTs. For example, at the round spermatid stage, ESTs indicate truncated forms of genes Gga2 (probeset 160812_at), Rpl21 (133729_at) and Lmnrb2 (101414_at), whereas the microarrays indicated at least threefold reduction in expression, an expected result, since the truncated transcripts do not include the sequence complementary to the probes. A similar phenomenon is observed at the spermatocyte stage for genes Ubp1 (97304_at) and Bzw1 (94019_at).

Putative regulatory implications of alternative 3′-processing: evolutionarily conserved elements

It has been suggested that variation in 3′-UTR sequence is a potential mechanism for altering posttranscriptional regulation of the affected transcript, through specific inclusion or exclusion of functional sites [e.g. binding sites for RNA-binding proteins (29,33,39,40) or microRNAs (31,34, 70–72)]. A mutational analysis revealed that cytoplasmic polyadenylation element (CPE) mediated control, based in the 3′-UTR is specifically needed for transcripts crucial for meiosis in males and females (73). As such regulatory sequences are often evolutionarily conserved (74), candidate functional elements can be identified through comparative analysis of orthologous genes in related organisms. We examined genes with evidence of altered 3′-processing in germ cells, searching for conserved sequence blocks (as described in Materials and Methods) in the portions of the 3′-UTR that are included or excluded based on the choice of 3′-processing site. We found that a majority of the differentially included 3′-UTR sequences overlapped conserved elements. A straightforward interpretation is that the overlap between evolutionarily conserved sequence blocks and the differentially included portions of 3′-UTR reflects stage-specific changes in the regulation due to alternative 3′-processing. A complete listing of all putative conserved elements is available in Supplementary Table 2.

Recent reports identified a number of microRNA sequences that are active at various stages of spermatogenesis (75,76). From these reports, we extracted 32 distinct mature microRNA sequences for analysis with the 3′-UTR sequences implied by the 3′-processing sites in our datasets. For this analysis, we used the miRanda software package (77). Interestingly, we found that essentially all microRNAs we tested occurred at the same frequency (total matches divided by summed length of all target sequences considered) across all sequence samples. However, since the 3′-UTR sequences are significantly shorter in spermatocyte and round spermatid (Figure 3) samples, this resulted in proportionately fewer targeted transcripts in each of these two samples. The microRNA/miRanda analysis is available as Supplementary File 3.

Finally, we used the GO (66) to search for over-represented classifications among the genes that are subject to tissue-specific processing, but found no significant enrichment (data not shown). This result indicates that no specific processes, functions or cellular locations are systematically altered, but rather that the genes with germ-cell specific alternative 3′-processing are consistent with a random sampling of the rather specialized genes (43) that are expressed in these tissues.

DISCUSSION

3′-Processing control elements vary systematically during different stages of spermatogenesis

In this report, we have described differences in 3′-processing regulatory sequences during mammalian spermatogenesis. Developmental or tissue-specific variations in 3′-processing site selection are mediated by differences in expression of the trans-acting factors that interact with the precursor mRNA to select the site. Such changes can include expression of isoforms of common 3′-processing proteins, variation in the abundance of common 3′-processing proteins, and/or expression of tissue-specific auxiliary proteins. Our analysis of the spermatogenesis microarray timecourse [Figure 4; (54)] identified several known 3′-processing factors whose transcript abundances change significantly during spermatogenesis. Computational characterization of 3′-processing sites from a tissue- or developmental stage-specific sources, such as we have performed here, therefore can reveal the characteristics of the regulatory sequence patterns, and indirectly reflect differences in the expression of trans-acting protein factors.

It is important to keep in mind that the phenomena that we report here are statistical characterizations of the 3′-processing activities throughout spermatogenesis. Transcripts...
sampled at each stage represent a snapshot that is a mixture of current and previous transcriptional activity, e.g. transcripts generated and processed in early stages of spermatogenesis could last a significant length of time, and be sampled in EST libraries generated in later stages. Indeed, there are several documented examples of this phenomenon. For example, previous studies have shown that CPE mediated translational regulation is active and required for successful spermatogenesis (73). Transcripts regulated by CPEs are translationally inactive and stable for long periods (78). In addition, transcripts that are silenced by this mechanism are often deadenylated to a short (10–20 nt) poly(A) tail (78); nearly all EST library construction is initiated with a oligo(dT)-primed reverse transcription. A reduction or absence of the poly(A) tail has the potential to bias EST libraries against these transcripts.

Our results support at least two distinct types of variation in 3'-processing signals during spermatogenesis. We found that 3'-processing sites utilized in meiotic spermatocytes and post-meiotic round spermatids were characterized by a reduced usage of the typical 3'-processing elements, one might expect to find alternative elements. However, we were

Figure 4. Variation in transcript measurements of known 3'-processing factors during spermatogenesis. Microarray-based transcript measurements of known 3'-processing factors extracted from a spermatogenesis timecourse (54). Transcripts with multiple probesets (e.g. Cpsf1) typically are designed to assay different isoforms. Accordingly, changes in the relative signal between such probesets across the timecourse potentially indicate alternative processing of the associated transcript at different stages of spermatogenesis (e.g. Cstf1). All probesets were normalized to the average measured value in the two somatic samples from the original data set (54).
not able to identify any significant alternative pattern through standard characterizations [e.g. the Gibbs sampler (61)].
Instead, we found patterns that were similar to those from control sets, but with lower information content, signifying a weaker signal, or reduced fidelity, in the collected sites. Concurrent with the differences in the cis-elements, the transcript levels of several genes known to be involved in 3′-processing vary significantly starting at meiosis with continued variation through the spermatid stages (Figure 4). The reduction in strength of the computationally identified pattern supports a model in which changes in the 3′-processing complex result in a reduced specificity in selection of 3′-processing sites in meiotic and postmeiotic germ cells.

Our analysis of the 3′-processing sites used in premeiotic spermatogonia revealed a significant increase in transcripts with downstream G-rich elements, accompanied by a reduction in the fraction of transcripts with downstream U-rich elements (Figure 2). G-rich signals have been implicated as auxiliary elements in 3′-processing via several distinct mechanisms, including interactions with the HNRPH1 and HNRPH2 proteins (18,79), formation of secondary structure with the U-rich downstream elements (80), formation of an independent quadruplex secondary structure (19), and activity (acting as a DNA element) as a transcriptional pause site (20). Of these potential mechanisms, only the second can be eliminated as likely functioning in male germ cells, since we observe a concurrent decrease in U-rich sequences. Interestingly, both Hnph1 and Hnph2 transcript levels were significantly increased in spermatogonia cells compared to either spermatocytes or round spermatids. Elevated HNRPH1 or HNRPH2 protein levels could provide a mechanism for increased use of 3′-processing sites with G-rich elements. Further experimental study will be required to test this possibility.

In contrast to the germ cells, the somatic Sertoli cells show no apparent difference in the usage of any of the 3′-processing elements, when compared with either of our controls. This result suggests that the differences observed in the spermatogonia, spermatocyte and round spermatid libraries are not systematic artifacts related to preparation or analysis, since the libraries were generated through common procedures. In addition, the similarity of 3′-processing of transcripts in Sertoli cells to our control sets indicates that spermatogenic cells utilize unique posttranscriptional regulatory activities that differ from those generally used in somatic cells, which might be expected given the different fates of these cells.

**3′-Processing during spermatogenesis is characterized by truncated 3′-UTR sequences**

The distribution of transcript and 3′-UTR lengths in a specific cell type is determined by which genes are expressed as well as how they are processed, including 3′-processing site selection. All cell types investigated here displayed a tendency towards shorter 3′-UTR sequences (Figure 3), although the effect was most pronounced in round spermatids. Truncated 3′-UTR sequences were typically associated with poor matches to the 3′-processing signal consensus (Figures 2 and 3). Computational surveys of somatic 3′-processing sites have previously indicated that short 3′-UTRs were associated with poor matches to the consensus PAS hexamer, AAUAAA (22,46,48). The correlation between signal and length of 3′-UTR sequences is also consistent with an association between the 3′-processing complex and the C-terminal domain of the largest subunit of RNA polymerase II (81,82). Under the assumption of 5′- to 3′-processing by RNA polymerase, a reduced specificity in recognition of 3′-processing elements would reduce the length of sequence that must be scanned to find an acceptable processing site. Our results are consistent with either less restrictive selection of 3′-processing sites, as we propose here, or alternatively with selective degradation of transcripts with longer 3′-UTRs. We favor the former mechanism in light of the combined evidence of systematic changes in 3′-processing and correlated changes in expression of trans-acting factors (4), including paralogous copies of trans-acting 3′-processing factors in testes (50,53).

As noted above, the spermatogonial library revealed a relatively high percentage of 3′-processing sites with the canonical AAUAAA sequence concurrent with a relatively short 3′-UTR length distribution. This suggests that the mechanism(s) leading to fewer transcripts with the canonical AAUAAA hexamer in spermatogenic cells is independent of the mechanism(s) leading to reduced transcript length, or at least that there may be multiple means by which a shortened 3′-UTR is obtained. The relatively high incidence of downstream G-rich signals in spermatogonial transcripts indicate one potential mechanism by which these transcripts are truncated. Investigation of the spermatogonial 3′-processing sites revealed that transcripts with a reasonable match (in sequence and positioning) to the G-rich element displayed a truncated 3′-UTR length distribution when compared to the transcripts without a match (data not shown).

**Systematic variation in 3′-processing may enable broad changes in post-transcriptional regulation**

Significant changes in 3′-UTR length and composition can be accompanied by regulatory changes due to inclusion or exclusion of posttranscriptionally acting cis-elements. We found a large fraction of the differential sequences to be covered by evolutionarily conserved elements (Supplementary Table 2), supporting the regulatory relevance of the tissue-specific differences in mRNA 3′-processing. As noted, our analysis of microRNA targets and GO classification revealed no significant differences in either specific target sequences or functional classes of genes subject to alternative processing; rather these results indicate that altered 3′-processing is a general feature of the cell type.

The trend towards truncation of 3′-UTRs in late stage spermatogenic cells (Figure 3) and the evidence of evolutionary conservation in the cleaved sequence is intriguing in the context of previous studies of posttranscriptional regulation mediated by 3′-UTR sequences. These studies have reported effects on both transcript stability and translational control mediated by highly conserved sequences (83). While the functionality of any specific sequence could not be predicted solely from its evolutionary conservation, the general trend was that inclusion of such conserved elements in the transcript led to a decrease in stability. As spermatogenesis proceeds, the chromatin is remodeled, terminating all
transcription until after fertilization and one cell division in the new embryo. Intriguingly, a recent study revealed evidence of mRNA translation in mature sperm (84). It is reasonable to assume that at least some transcripts expressed at this stage would benefit from an extended half-life, compared with somatic cells.

**Variability of 3′-processing elements has complicated characterization efforts**

Several previous studies found little or no consensus pattern among the downstream portions of the mammalian (mouse and human) 3′-processing regulatory sequences (15,19). Our results present a possible explanation for this: previous studies have been typically performed on sequences drawn from a broad range of tissues, cell types and growth conditions. In our detailed study of just four different and very specialized samples, we find that the exact nature of the regulatory sequences, specifically the balance between the different elements of a multi-partite signal, can vary significantly from one sample to another. [A recent study of human 3′-processing revealed similar variations among a different set of cell types (6)]. A training set drawn from multiple tissues, developmental stages or growth conditions would presumably include examples of many systematic variations of the full 3′-processing signal. A computational characterization of such a training set would be necessarily driven to an average pattern that only accurately reflects the strongest, common element(s), namely the PAS element and core downstream elements.

While significant evidence has accumulated for tissue-specific 3′-processing (6,15,25,85), our results indicate that the processing in any given tissue type or developmental stage is a mixture of condition-specific and condition-independent activities. Such a mixture complicates the identification of signal elements specific to the given conditions; we used our control sets as means of identifying the tissue-specific processing sites. As described above, we find evidence of at least two mechanisms of condition-specific 3′-processing activity. In addition, our results indicate that a significant fraction of the genes in any given sample are using a ‘typical’ 3′-processing site. A direct interpretation of these results is that, in general, only a small group of genes in a given cell/tissue type utilize specific differences in their posttranscriptional regulation as a mean to contribute to the overall pattern of differential gene expression required to establish a unique cellular phenotype.

In summary, we have identified and characterized systematic variations in the regulatory sequences that control 3′-processing site selection at different stages of mouse spermatogenesis. These systematic differences in posttranscriptional processing provide a means of altering the regulation of large groups of genes simultaneously. Our results provide a basis for further investigations into the role of variable 3′-processing (and corresponding 3′-UTRs) in the process of spermatogenesis.
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